
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a planning consultant. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for planning consultant

Ensure NDP manufacturing plan meets the minimum dating requirements for
the FING planned orders
Provide plan to Plant Planners for capacity planning and scheduling at CMOs,
collaborate and adjust as needed for issues
Optimize plan across the supply chain to ensure demand and shelf-life
requirements can be met
Identify and communicate gaps in supply plan and decisions that need to be
made
Understand how the supply plan developed impacts the global Business Unit
budget, and develop plan in alignment with the budget, as necessary
Conduct branch visits to determine infrastructure, process and capacity
requirements
Monitor and action the SLA issues/concerns raised between RBB and other
SBU's and GSF's
Processing major planning applications in a timely manner, producing robust
reports and recommendations to achieve desired and deliverable outcomes
Undertaking pre-application discussions on major proposals, some under
Planning Performance Agreements, being proactive and problem-solving to
achieve deliverable outcomes in addition to preparing and presenting
evidence on appeals for core and external clients
Contributing to service improvements to achieve cost efficiency and
effectiveness whilst project managing your work to ensure client KPI’s are
met/exceeded in terms of timeliness and quality of output, adding value
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Qualifications for planning consultant

Master’s degree or PhD in Transport Planning or related subject/social based
discipline
Knowledge and experience in transport modelling and forecasting and
familiarity with WebTAG and/or experience in using relevant transport
planning and simulation software packages SATURN, PARAMICS, CUBE,
EMME, VISSIM, TUBA and spreadsheet modelling
Direction & purpose
Business & product awareness
Development & coaching other members of a team
Motivation & support


